
Cannes Lions Romania COMPETITION:
«The next 10 golden years»

CATEGORY: CREATIVE PR / LOBBY
   initiated by Cannes Lions Romania, recommended by BDC, AdHugger and WeInvent 

PRIZES:  Scholarships at the Creative MBA The Alternative School for Creative  
  Thinking (www.thealternativeschool.com), valued at 2500E, with the chance of  
  qualifying to an unique study and networking experience for a week, at Cannes  
  Lions 2015 – www.canneslions.com.
DEADLINE:  24th of February
CLIENT:  Cannes Lions Romania / The Alternative School
PARTICIPANTI: Individually or within teams of 2 / age limit: 28 y/o

Context
The �rst ten years of Cannes Lions Romania ambassadorship were hard, but also beautiful. In 2004 
Romania was perceived in Cannes as a country with questionable values, its reputation being associated 
with the post-revolution dramas, while creativity wasn’t on the list of associations that de�ned Romania in 
the eyes of the foreign delegates. How can you shift the perception about an industry, and moreover, about 
a country, in less than 10 years? The strategy back then, resumed to a few bullet points, looked like this:
* We invest in education and grow a new generation of creatives, with competences, re�exes and 
information, who can prove that Romania has a word to say at the global table of creativity (annual results 
and awards won by students: www.TheAlternativeSchool.com)
* We motivate the seniors to take part in the festival, encouraging them to explore new categories, beyond 
Film, Print and Outdoor. The �rst remarkable results came from Media, Direct, Promo & Activation.
* We generate ideas that allow the presence of Romanian jurors in the festival panel, proving the level of 
performance, competence, charm and education Romanians can have. We launched the idea of the PR and 
Branding competitions, materialised in 2008 as the PR and Design categories. Although Romania had not 
won any prizes in Cannes, we had the opportunity to promote the �rst Romanian juror in the 54 years of 
festival history: Eliza Rogalski.
* We transform Romanian design in the most vibrant ambassador of local creativity (since 2005, at the 
events on the Croisette, Teo Migdalovici and the winners of the Alternative competitions have worn 
clothing and accessories made in Romania, surprising the foreign delegates but also generating a trend 
back home.
 “In Cannes, at the beginning of the years 2000, it was hard to say you come from Romania without people 
making a grimace. I realised the ice-breaker of any conversation wasn’t the straight answer to the question 
“Where are you from?” I had to talk about Romanian creativity even before opening my mouth. I wanted to 
use an intriguing accessory, easy to appreciate, to include in my festival out�t, so people would come to me 
with admiration and ask who the designer is. All of a sudden, I was changing the frequency of the 
conversation, starting from the real admiration from the interlocutor for a real object. It was a joy to 
discover that many Romanian business women with a fashion sense have taken over the model and 
implemented it in their own fashion,” has declared Teodora Migdalovici, the ambassador of Cannes Lions 
in Romania.
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Tone of voice
Anti-routine, authentic, brave, taste for the remarkable, humour. Without ego, but with 
respect and a�ective investment for what is authentically valuably Romanian. Openness 
to reinterpretation of “Romanian” in a contemporary key, up to date, aligned to the 
cosmopolitan vibration in which creative Romania functions.

Deliverables
* present in a max. 2 page word document the strategy for the consolidation of  Romanian 
reputation as a source / benchmark for Creativity in Cannes, for the next 10 years.
* support your strategy with 6 key visuals.
* the strategy should be aligned to what had already been built, but to exceed the current 
typology of events. New types of activation are needed, along with a next level and 
sophistication for the Romanian presence in Cannes.
 *send your solution using WETRANSFER.com at  WIN@CANNESLIONS.RO

Target Audience
the players of the international industry of communication, the 12000 Cannes Lions 
delegates, the local creative industry

In a nutshell
Throughout the 10 years of local representation, Cannes Lions Romania has mobilised the creative energy 
of the industry, motivated and encouraged it to shine on the world stage, both in competitions and juries, 
at senior and junior level. The �rst Romanian submissions to the festival, the �rst hundred delegates, the 
youngest delegates of the planet, the �rst Romanian jurors, two consecutive Gold medals in 2013 (Design) 
and 2014(Cyber) won by the Romanian Young Lions teams educated at The Alternative School – those are 
just a few of the results of a consequent lobby and coaching strategy applied on the industry scale.

 * The winners will be announced at THE BEST OF DESIGN event,
 which will take place on the 26th of February.
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